
preventing human trafficking and exploitation by 
providing dignified jobs in a positive work environment 
making high quality products. We are equipping women survivors 
with job training, earned income, resume-ready work experience, life and 
business skills that prepare them to pursue their dreams. 

mission
Refuge for Women’s mission is to empower sexually exploited women to 
live a life of freedom through faith-based, residential healing programs. 

Jobs, confidence and 
community sum up what 
Survivor Made means. 
The social enterprise is 
creating jobs and income for 
women who have barriers 
to employment. Gaining 
employment skills and earning 
income are key elements for 
becoming financially stable 

and self-sufficient when transitioning from a long-term residential program 
to successful independent living. Confidence results from productive work, 
valuable experience and savings for the future. The ability to begin working 
earlier in the program and earning an income means peace of mind about 
the future. It means saving for housing, transportation and basic cost of 
living expenses. It might mean the difference between just getting out of 
a dangerous situation and being able to stay out and sustain long-term 
stability and success. 

SURVIVORmade



results
•   EMPLOYMENT, income, 

job skills, resume building, 
career exploration

•   Hands-on experience 
and BUSINESS SKILLS 
DEVELOPMENT for survivors 

•   Consistent TRANSITION 
to financial STABILITY and 
INDEPENDENCE

•  Provide SAFE places and HEALING programs for women to start over 
•   Grow IMPACT to prevent trafficking and exploitation through product 

sales

•   Create OPPORTUNITIES through employment for women to regain 
control of their lives

•   Establish lifelong COMMUNITY of survivor-leaders to mentor and 
encourage other survivors

partnership opportunities
•   Product development collaboration with survivors who want to 

introduce their own products

•   Wholesale agreements for retail businesses to sell survivor-made 
products 

•  Partner with organizations offering survivor-made products for sale 

•  Provide employment for other survivor organizations

Your Survivor Made purchase has a purpose – providing new opportunities 
for women survivors. Whether you’re looking for a unique gift or candles for 
your home or office, we have you covered! Candles are hand-poured, 100% 
soy wax. Gift boxes are thoughtfully assembled by the Survivor Made Team, 
featuring our candles along with KY made products and other unique 
touches from the women whose futures you’ve helped to make brighter 
with your purchase. We hope each interaction with us will offer some of 
the same encouragement felt by our Survivors!

For more information contact Nicole.Webb@refugeforwomen.org.

www.survivormade.org


